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It is among the objects of my invention 
to’ provide a new and improved system for 
connecting successive lengths of conductor 
pairs or quads in a cable so as to improve 
transmission and facilitate adjustments in 
such pairs or quads. Another object in such 
a system to remedy far-end cross-talk be 
tween such sets of conductors. Another 0b 
ject of my invention is to provide for oo_n 
necting successivelengths of conductor pairs 
or quads progressively with respect to capac 
ity or other reactance property so as to equal 
ise all such conductor sets and facilitate the 
reduction of far-end cross-talk. Still an 
other object of my invention has relation to 
further equalization or compensation for far 
end cross-talk by introducing lumped im 
pedance devices in connection with such con 
ductor sets. All‘these objects, and other ob 
jects and advantages of my invention will 
become apparent in connection with the fol 
lowing disclosure of a limited number of 
specific examples of practice according to the 
invention, which l have chosen for disclosure 
in the following specification. It will be 
understood that this disclosure relates prin 
cipally to these particular examples of the 
invention, and that the scope of the inven 
tion will be indicated in the appended claims. 

Referring to the drawing, Figure 1 is a 
diagram showing a system of connections 
for Vsuccessi e lengths of conductor pairs in 
a cable according tol my invention; Fig. 2 is 

I a diagram showing supplementary means for 

im cn 

equalizing the impedance ofconductor pairs 
repeaters; Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating 

the nature of asymmetrical far-end cross 
tall§;-Fig. s is a diagram showing a device 
for correct-iig symmetrical far-end cross 
talli; Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a device 
for cor 1ecting asymmetrical far-end cross 
tallr; Fig. 6 is a diagram showing a device 
to reduce reactionr cross-talk; and Fig. 7 
is diagram to show the nature of di?lerent 
kinds of cross-talk. - ' 

lnlaying a multi-conductor cable, succes-_ 
sive reel lengths are placed end to'end and 
the pairs in one reel length are' spliced to 
corresponding pairsv in the nemJ reel length 
to provide continuous conductor pairs 

through a number of such reel lengths. For 
example, a cable may have 68 pairs and be 
tween two successive repeater stations, it 
may consist of y300 reel lengths spliced to 
gether at`299 junctions. 

` A. pair in one reel length is likely to vary 
somewhat in» capacity per unit >length as 
compared with a pair in another reel length. 
If such pairs are splicedv together, it means 
that successive line sections are of different 
impedance and there are, accordingly, reflec 
tions of energy at the . various junctions. 
The. most obvious method of connecting suc 
cessive'sections is to connect them together 
at random. However, this results in large 
reflections in some cases. They system here 
to be described maybe explained by means 
of the specific example, namely, 68 pairs in 
300 reel lengths, as mentioned above. ' 
Each yof the 68 pairs in one reel length is 

tested _for capacity and these pairs in this 
reel length are designated in theorder of their 
capacities. In Fig. 1, the cable is represent 
ed` diagrammatically as extending length 
wise horizontally across the figure. Each dot 
represents a pair in a reel length; thus a col 
umn of dots represents a complete reel length. 
These pairs in a single reel length, represent 
ed by a column of dots, are to be thought'of 
as’arranged in the'order of descending ca 
pacity from top to bottom. Thus in reel 
length numbered 5, the pair of highest ca 
pacity is represented by the dot at the top 
`of the column, the pair next highest in capac 
ity by the next dot in the column, and so on, 
the pair of lowest capacity being represented 
by the lowermost dot in the column. 
Beginning at the left-hand end, the pairs 

in the first reel length are connected to those 
inthe second reel length, as indicated by the 
links joining the dots at the left of Fig. 1. 
Thus pair l in the'first reell length is con 
nected to pair 3 in the secondvrcel- length, 
which in yturn is connected to pair 5 in the 
third reel length, and soon. These connec 
tions beginning at the left and extending as 
far as reel' length l0 are fully indicated in 
the left part of Fig. l and will require no 
further verbal description. ' 1 
If the connections were continued through 
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the whole length of the cable, according to 
the plan that has just been described, then 
pair 1 in the first reel length would eventu~ 
ally be connected with pair 68 of lowest ca 
pacity _in thethirty-fifth reel length,y and „in 
thirty-three more reel lengths, that is, in l‘ëel 
length No, 68, the continuous conductor vpair 
from the beginning would have beenshifted‘ 
from a pair of highest capacity, namely, pair 
l in reel length 1 to a pair of lowest capacity, 
namely, pair 68 in reel length k35, and then 
back to a pair of next to the lowest capacity, 
namely, pair 2 in reel length 68. Such a 
cycle will be called a wave. Continuing in 
this way, _four times 68, or 272 reel lengths, 
would-make four complete waves or cycles, 
leaving twenty-eight more reel lengths to be 
connected'. It is desirable .to come out with 
a pair at the distant end'oftlle' Câble at the 
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saine level» at which we went in and, therefore, 
twenty-seven “straight” 'connectionsl are dis»,V . 
tributed uniformly along the length ofthe 
cable, as shown for one such connection in 
Fig'l between the »reel lengthsnumbered 10 
and 11> “le have just ymentioned that four 
complete waves or cycles willvcarry us _from 
reel length 1 to reel length 272._ But 1nter~ 
spersing these twenty-seven straight connec 
tions will carry us to reel length 299, and con 
tinuing according to the wave plan into reel 
length 300, will bring.v us to positions at the 
right corresponding exactly with those for 
the same-‘conductor pairs at the left; that is, 

i thepair that begins. at the left at highest ca 
pacity’l in reel length lfwill come‘ out at 
the right in thepair of highest capacity 1_1n 
reel length 300, and'similarly for other pairs. 
As already mentioned, there are twenty? 

A seven straight connections to be distributed 
in 300 reel lengths.: ` f _ j p „ 

There will be V28‘intervals between the ends 
and the straight connections and hence the 
number of reel lengths between consecutive 
straight connections ywillbe an integer n_ear 
BOO/28 which is 10 and 20/28. Multiplymg 
this by 1, 2, 3j, etc. for successive intervalsthe 
numbers 10 and-2'0/28, 21 and 12_/28, 32 and 
4/28, et'c. are obtained. The straight connec 
tions will accordingly be located between the 
10th and 11th reel lengths, between the 21st 
and 22nd,'between the 32nd and 33rd, and 
so on. f « 

Of course‘the impedance of a pair isV de 
pendent on inductances as well» as on capac 
ity. But the capacity and inductance are 
correlated rather definitely. ‘ If we think 
of the two conductors' as being moved fur 
ther apart to decrease the capacity between 
the1n,vthis 4will increase the self-inductance 

80 i of thatî'circiuit at the Sametime and in about 
the same ratio. Thiswill be the justificationv 
for .fixing our attention on the capacity in 
the followingy Vdiscussion and saying »little 
directly about the inductance. 

It will be apparent that the circuit of each 
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pair in the system built up according to the‘ 
foregoing plan will be relatively free from 
reflections, for the capacity of the pair in 
one reel length will be very little different 
from the capacity of the pair in the consecu 
tive> reel length so there will be very little 
impedance difference at junction points to 
occasion reflections. Moreover, the sixtty 
eight circuits will be substantially equal in 
total attenuation because each circuit-pair 
goes four times through the cycle from high 
est to lowest impedance and thus the circuit 
pairs are substantially alike. However, there 
will inevitably be some difference between 
thepairs in terminal impedance, that is, in 
the impedance presented by a pair at the ter 
minal office. In order to get the benefit of 
the kind of splicing that has been described, 
the ofiice impedance connected to the differ 
ent pairs should be made adjustable and 
should fit the impedance of the pair in the 
nearest ̀ reel length as nearly as practicable. 
A convenient way of doing this is to build 
the repeater so that its output impedance 
fits substantially the lowest impedance that 
will be encountered and its input impedance 
fits substantially the highest impedance that 
will be encountered. Then the repeaters can 
be built out as indicated in Fig. 2 by series 
resistances on ̀ the output side and shunt re 
sistances on the input side, these resistances 
»being adjusted to fit the line. In this way, 
a line of low impedance at its ends will have 
very little building out where it connects to 
the output of the repeater but will have rela 
tively much building out where it connects 
at the other end with the input of another 
repeater, and vice versa for kcircuits which 
are ofv high impedance at the ends. As a 
result, the total building out connected to 
any circuit will tend to >be approximately 
constant »and the total attenuation of the. 
line, including the building out resistances; 
at b_oth- ends, will tend to be constant, as com~ 
'paring one pair with another among the 

, sixty-eight p airs. 
In order to get the fullest advantage of 

this type of splicing, it should be combined 
with allocation of reels. 
by measuring the average >capacity of the 
pairs in available reels and then arranging 
the reels so that no two reels having widely 
diñerent average capacity per unit length 
are adjacent to each other. lThe preferred 
arrangement is to arrange the reels in ascend 
ing or descending order of average capacity 
per unit length. However, such a complete 
allocation would be rather inconvenient, and 
would be unnecessary unless extreme avoid 
ance of» irregularity were desired. 

It will readily be seen that the foregoing 
system for 300 reel lengths and sixty-eight 
pairs might be modified by introducing a 
greater number of straight splices and hav 
ing a less number of complete waves or cycles 
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from end to end> of the system. However, 
there should be an integral number of these 
waves orl cycles in any case and it will be 
better not ̀ to have the number too small, as 
for example, merely one complete wave or 
cycle, for in the case of only one> complete 
wave or cycle the cross-talk between two pairs 
may be asymmetrical. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 where two pairs l and 2 are repre 
sented'. extending between the points A and 
B. The networks in these pairs represent 
excessive attenuation at the points where 
they are placed. ~ lt will readily be seen that 
far-end cross-talk from A-l to B-2 suñers 
attenuation through both the networks, 
whereas far-end cross-talk from -A-2 to B-l 
is not attenuated in either network. The 
result will be greater'far-end cross-talk from 
A-2 to B-l than from A-l to B~2~ But 
in the correction of cross-talk, it is far more 
convenient to have it symmetrical. Such cor 
rection may be effected, for example, as 
shown in Fig. 4 by an inductive linkage be~ 
tween a properly chosen conductor of one 
pair and a properly chosen conductor of the 

Such correction is obviously 
symmetrical and, therefore, if the far-end 
cross-talk is not symmetrical it cannot be ac 
curately vcorrected in this way. Thus an ad 
vantage of the multiple Vwave system, indi 
cated in Fig. l, is that it tends to reduce 
asymmetric far-end> cross-talk and makes 
correction practicable by such means as 
shown in Fig. 4. ` 
If the number of reel lengths is small com 

 pared to the number of pairs, the shifts at 
`each junction may be made greater than in 
Fig. l, so as to get enough complete waves 
from end to end. For eXample,_mstead of 

' ‘ connecting from l to 3 at the upper left cor 
ner of Fig. l, we might connect from l to 5 
and so on. Also, should it> be desired to re 
duce the number of waves from end to end, 
more straight connections may be introduced, 
either one at a place, or two or more con 
secutively at place, these places being dis 
tributed uniformly. y 

` It is practicable to introduce an asym 
metric corrector ' for asymmetric far-end 
cross-talk if the need becomes inevitable. ln 
Fig. 5 we see the same series transformer at 
vthe left as in Fig. 4 and, in addition, another 
transformer with one winding in series in one 
conductor of pair vl and the other winding 
bridged across the conductors of pair'2 with 
a 4resistance in series. ~ If the two transform 
ers are poled so >as to beseries aiding in 
transmission from A-l to B-2, and as in 
dicated by the solid line arrows, then they 
will be opposing in transmission from A-2 
to B-l, as indicated by the »dotted line ar~ 
rows. Accordingly, the far-end cross-talk 
components due to the corrector shown in 
Fig. ö’will be greater from A-l to B-2 than 
from ̀ Af2 ‘to'B-l-and will therefore cor 

3 

rect normal far-end cross-talk which is asym 
metric in the opposite sense. Y 
There is another kind of lumped corrector 

shown in Fig. 6 which is vof advantage to 
remedy reaction cross-talk.` »The nature of 
reactioncross-talk will be pointed out in con 
nection with Fig. 7. Here we consider trans 
mission from left to right. From the line 1 
to the line 2 the arrow a represents ordinary 
near-end cross-talk and the arrow b repre 
sents ordinary far-end cross-talk. There isl 
anothervvariety of far-end cross-talk which 
arises from near-.end cross»talk with one re 
flection. . This is shown by thearrows c and 
d, according to whether the reflection occurs 
in the first pair or the second pair. Such 
reflection far-end cross-talk appears as ordi 
nary «far-end cross-talkexcept that'it will be 
somewhat displaced in phase. Reaction 
cross-talk is as represented by the arrows 
e and Here a third pair 3 is involved, 
and in the first stage as shown by >arrow e, 
there is ordinary near-end cross-talk from 
pair l tofpair 3. Then again there is another 
Stage of near-.end cross-talkfrom ,pair 3 to 
pair 2, giving a resultant far-end cross~talk 
from pair l to pair 2. Similarly, as shown 
by arrow fr, reaction far-end cross-talk may 
arise as the’resultant of two stages vof far 
end cross-talk. i 
The ordinary >far-end cross-talk as >rep 

resented in` arrow b can. be eliminated to a 
large extent by means of balance, as sug 
gested in a simple manner in Fig.'4. The 
reflection cross-talk such as indicated by the 
arrows c and ¿Z in Fig. 7 can be minimized 
by avoiding impedance irregularities in the 
line which would give rise to reflections. 
This. is accomplished in the foregoing de 
scribed system of Fig. 1. It is to be noticed 
that reaction cross-talk such as represented 
by arrowse and f involves a third pair in 
addition to the two pairs between which the 
cross~talk occurs. This intermediate pair, 
instead of being physically distinct as in 
Fig.‘7, `may be a useless phantom on pairs 
1 and 2, or a useless phantom between one 
of these and a third pair such as l and v3; 
or the intermediate circuit may be a circuit 
established by adegree of grounding of one 
or more pairs. lllïhen the intermediate cir~ 
cuit represented» by 3 in Fig. 7 is a physical 
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pair, the reaction cross~talk,' represented by y 
e, will be relatively small Afor the reason 
that near~end cross-talk is known by experi 
ence to be small enough so that two such 
stages of near~end cross-talk in tandem would 
not be great. Therefore it is inferred that 
the chief» intermediaries in the case of reac~ 
Ytion cross-talk, represented symbolically by 
3 in Fig. 7 , will be the various phantoms 
and grounded circuits, as mentioned above. 
Currents` flowing'in such phantoms and 
grounded circuits will flow alike in the two 
conductors’thereof, whereasA the normal use 
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ful voicecurrents flow in‘ opposite phase in 
the two conductors of a pair. Accordingly, 
a transformer system such as represented 
in Fig/6,v is interposed in each pair. For 
thevnormal transverseÁ currents of the pairs 
it will be seen that the two windings in the 
respective conductors of the pair buck each 
other, `so that they have practically Ano re 
active effect.` :But for currents flowing in 
the same direction in `the twoconductors, 
these windings are series aiding on the mag 
netic circuit and, therefore, an inductivere 
actance is setup. The third winding on 
the core Vhas a ̀ resistance in series therewith 
so that the fiux’set up' ‘in ¿the core ¿by the 
phantom currents leads to a dissipation of 
energy'in the resistance. 'In this yway 'the 
normal ï Ítransverse. voice currents are i «not 
damped by the device, ybut the ‘abnormal or 
parasitic .phantom currents have their energy 
dissipated in the resistances. These'devices, 
such as ̀ shown in Fig. 6„'will be inserted in 
'allthepy airs in the cable 'at suitable inter 
vals which may lbe at every splice, or at iin 
tervals of »a few reel lengths. Thenet eñr'ect 
ofthe application of these devices 'in all the 
pairs is to increase the attenuation in all 
‘circuits other than pairs, without impairment 
ofthe normal current flow in the pairs. In~ 
asmuch as the intermediate or third medium 
in «reaction cross-talk is generally some >such 
other‘circuit, the devices will serve ygreatly 
to reduce the reaction cross-talk.v Y 
The two interposed windings of the de 

viceshown in Fig. 6 should be as nearly per 
fectly coupled aspossible so that the in 
ductance Vto transverse currents in the ypair 
will be negligible. Moreover, these windt 
ingsshould have as low-‘a capacitytas .pos 
sible. 
'the capacity and the leakage ’inductance 
negligible, the coil should be designed s_o that 
its characteristic impedance will beequal hto 
that of the pair. t n ` ‘ « 

The foregoing disclosureh‘as had relation 
principally to smooth lines. Such lines may 
be worked` with carrier currents at high fre 
`quencies, for which the capacityA eliî‘ects be 
:tween the conductors 'of a pair become con 
siderable, and the proper joining up of suc 
cessivey reel lengths according to my inven 
tion ̀ becomes of considerable.importance. 
Tov a degree, the principlesof my invention 
may be utilized for loaded lines with' cable 

’ pair sections extending between the >load 
ing coils. In this case> the current >frequencies 
will `not be as high as for smooth carrier 
current circuitsandthe capacity reactances 
will ‘not be 'as high, >andA therefore, :it ybe 
comes unimportant to systematize «the .splic-y 
ing between'reel lengths. But thel same sys 
tem of splicing. between reel lengths that is 
disclosed in connection with Figíl for smooth 
lines 'may ̀ ad'vantageo'usly "be employed for 
loading*sections‘ofßloaded lines.'V . ' , 

If it is notpossible vto make both . 
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»The .principal aim of wave splicing in the' 
case of high frequency Ícarrier cables is to 
reduce reflection cross-talk.V In the case of 
loadedcircuitsthe aim »is to have theÍ line 
present a' smooth impedancelto the repeater ' 
oíiice, which makes it suitable for two way 
operation. Here we deal with two wire cir 
cuits with transmission both ways, whereas in 
the case of the smooth lines ̀ heretofore con 
sidered we dealt with one-way transmission 
in four-wire'circuits. _ \ 

The loaded lines here considered will en 
era‘lly be ̀ phantomed so that we must eal 
with quads, each quad comprising two side 
circuits.` A »procedure in accordance` with 
my invention .willrbe to complete all the inter 
mediate splices but without the loading coils 
connected at either end, lthen measure the ca 
pacity between the two conductors of each 
side .circuit »pair in a given group in each 
loading section, then add the capacities of the 
two side circuits ‘in each quad. Call thequad 
for which such added capacities give the 
highest result, No. l, the next No. 2, then No. 
3, and so on. Measure the circuits and num 
ber the quads in the same way in all the load 
ing sections. For convenience let us assume 
a .particular loading coil station and let the 
numbers stand as thus Vobtained on the east 
but let them be primed, that is, l', 2’, 3', etc., 
on vthe west. Assuming that the cable has 
fourteen quads', let them~ be connected at this 
loading coil station according to Vthe same 
general plan as in Fig. l, but without straight 
splices, that is, in accordance with the fol 
lowingtable. ' 

vVpVithin each quad, pole the'pairs so 4that the 
pair .with the highest capacity in that quad 
goes to the pair of the highest capacity in 
the quad of the associated section according 
'to the above table. Y 

It has Ébeen‘stated above thatffor 'loaded 
lines with their lowerfrequency yas'compared 
with smooth >carrier current lines, there is 
y.no advantage in wave splicingfor connecting 
the reel lengths between loading coil sta~ 
tions. It may properly betconsideredïthat 
this Vis because the phase shift in all the reel 
lengths making up one such section is com 
paratively small, and this is> due to the .fact 
that the frequency‘of current involved'is 
much> lower. However, 'it may be worth 
while’to‘have some degree of system ̀forV con~ 
necting the reel 'lengths instead of doing it 
in -a purely random fashion, The reel 
lengths may be spliced together ‘in acom 
pensatory manner so that the total capacity 
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pern loading section is as nearly the same as 
practicable,y for all the different circuits. 
Suppose, for simplicity, that a cable is made 
up of pairs only, that is, no quads. Suppose, 
further, that one'loading section comprises 
eight reellengths. Then a simple procedure 
is to connect the ñrst reel length to the sec 
ond, the third to the fourth, the l’ifth to the 
sixth, and the seventh to the eighth, so that 
the highest capacity pair in_the first reel 
length is connected to the lowest capacity 
pair in the second, the next highest in the 
first is connected to the next lowest in the 
second, and so on. After this, the junctions 
of the second to the third and the sixth to 
the seventh may be made according to the 
same procedure, having regard to the capaci 
ties of the double length sections that have 
been established to this point. Finally, the 
fourth and fifth lengths may be connected in 
the same Way, having regard to thecapacities 
of the quadruple length sections that have 
been built up to this point. The advantages 
of this kind of connection may be reached to 
a degree but sufficiently, by taking part of 
these steps but adopting random splicing to 
some extent. It is also desirable to make use 
of allocation of reels in such a manner as to 
make theaverage capacity the same in all 
loading sections. , 
Usually the deviations in the loading coils 

do not cause as great irregularities as the 
deviations in the line capacities. When the 
latter have been taken care of, as disclosed 
heretofore, it--may be that the loading coils 
will contribute enough irregularity to make 
it desirable to systematize their connections. 
First assume that the loading coils are sub 
stantially alike in respect to n' capacity, and 
grade them according to Iinductance. In this 
case increased uniformity can be obtained 
according toeither of two plans. The first 
plan is to connect the highest inductance coil 
between the highest capacity pairs, the second 
highest inductance coil between the next 
»highest capacity pairs, and >so on. The sec 
ond plan is to connect the highest inductance 
coil between'the lowest capacity pairs,ythe 
next highest coil between the ¿next lowest 
pairs, and so on. The first plan is thought 
preferable when the cut-off ofthe lo-ading is 
high in` comparison with the highest fre 

Í'q'uency used. `WhenA the cut-oill frequency 
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‘is only slightly greater than the highest fre 
qu'encyv used, the second plan is thought pref' 
erable. ' ' > 

But there may be variations in the coil ca 
.pacity of sufficient importance to be con 

\ sidered. In this case the coils are arranged 
n as before from highest to lowest but instead 
of having regard only to pure inductance they 
are ' arranged in Vdescending order of the 
quantity L-RZVC, where L Iis the coil in 
ductance, R is the characteristic `impedance 
of the line, and C is the coil capacity. The 

5 
propriety of this formula will be recognized 
whenit is remembered` that capacity annuls 
a certain fraction ofthe ,inductance, this frac 
tion being approximately R2/C. ‘ 
. Hitherto it has been assumed that the cable 
is made up of pairs exclusively. In a more 
usual case, however, the; cable is made up of 
quads, and the coils are made up in phantom 
units. in order to have a useful phantom 
circuit it is necessary to take care that the 
two pairs in a quad are not separated in any 
of the splices and,lilrewise, that the two 
pairs in a quad are connected to the loading 
coils which form a unit. Therefore, the pro 
cedure out-lined above will not be applicable 
in suzh a-case of quads, for if it were fol 
lowed it would separate the pairs. The pro 
cedure to be followed in the case of quads 
ymust be a compromise as, for example, in 
accordance with the following plan. ' 
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In the first place it will be assumed that it is ’ 
not necessary to improve the smoothness of 
phantom circuits. Assume that the cable 
contains forty quads to be spliced together. 
The capacity of all the pairs is measured and 
then the quads are grouped into say four 
groups of ten each, such that the first group 
contains the ten quads in which the differ 
ence between the two side capacities is the 
smallest, .the next group contains the ten 
quads in which the difference between> the 
side capacities is the next smallest, and iinal 
ly, the fourth group contains those ten quads 
in which the difference between'the side ca 
pacities is the greatest. v 
Next, each group of ten quads is .arranged 

according to the order of the sum of the side 
circuit, capacities so that the quad which has 
the highest sum for the side circuit capacities 
within any group of ten is assigned the 
number l, etc. In splicing within any load 
ing section, quads incorrespo-nding groups 
arelspliced together and within a given group 
a quad having the highest sum is »spliced to 
the one having the lowest sum, etc., and with 
in the quad high pair is spliced to a low 
pair. At the loading points the practice of 
wave splicing Vis applied to the quads in ac 
cordance with the sum of the capacities of 
their pairs, as heretofore explained. 
In respect to the manner of splicing the 

pairs within a given quad, the following 
procedure is suggested in cases where the 
correlation between the capacities ofthe two 
pairs of a quad is small. At each third load 
ing point, say at points l, 4, 7 etc., high is con 
nected to high within the three groups of ten 
quads having the greatest difference be 
tween the pairs. In the group having the 
smallest difference between the pairs, high is 
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connected to low at these points. At the load- ` 
ing points numbered 2, 5, 8, etc., high is con 
nected to high throughout the quads in 
group 4 are connected to the quads in group 3 
and the quads in group 2 are connected to 130 
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the quads ién group 1. Finally, at points 
numbered 3, 6, 9, etc.,hig`h isv connected to 
high throughout but the quads in group 3 are 
connected tothe quads in group 2. In this 
manner the construction will be that of a 
smooth wave. Y 

If it should be deemed desirable to iin 
prove the smoothness of the phantoms as well ' 

- as of the sides, this may be done by confining 
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the wave splicing to either the sides or the 
phantonis and then to obtain the smoothness 
in the vphantoms or the sides, respectively, by 
means of splicing within the loading sections. 

I claim: ’ ’ 

1. The method of'connecting a plurality 
of conductor sets in successive sections of a 
cable, which consists in connecting them 
progressively according to a reactance prop 
erty of such sets from higher to slightly lower 
and so on and then back from lower to slight 
ly higher and so on in an integra-l Vnumber 
of completewaves. ' ` 

2. The method of 
conductor sets in consecutive cable sections, 
which consists in numbering the sets in each 
section in order of a reactance property, then 
connecting Vthem progressively 1-3-5 etc., 
2-1-3 etc., 3-5-7 etc.,4-21 etc., and so on 
through all the numbered sets in the first, 
second and third sections, and so on through 
all the sections. 
>3. The method> of claim 2, with the quali 

`fication that straight ‘connections are inter 
spersed uniformly, the number oÍ straight 
connections being such as to make an integral 
number oÍ 'complete waves of progressive 
connections. f ` " 

f4. A multi-conductor cable in sections end 
to end, a plurality of sets of conductors in 
each section being graded in respect to ak re 
actance property and the sets of conductors 
of these sections being connected progres 
sively at the section junctions according to 
the grading. - . , ¿ 

5. A multi-conductor cable in sections end 
kto end, a plurality of »setsfof conductors-in 
each section being, graded in respect- to a 
reactance property and the sets of conductors 
of these sections being connected progressive 
ly at the section junctions according to the 
grading, kthe progression being carried over 
at least one complete Wave along the length 
of the cable.f . , , 

6. A multi-conductor cable in sections end 
to end,a _plurality ofl sets of conductors in 
each section being graded in respect to a react 
ance propertyand the sets of conductors of 
these sections being connected progressively 
at the section junctions according tothe grad 
ing, the progression being carried' overyan 
integral number >of complete waves along 
the length of the cable. ` _ 
A'i'. A cable comprising a plurality of sec 

tions ̀ end to endïwith‘a plurality of conductor 
sets in each section, the sets in each section 

connecting a plurality of Y 
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being graded in respect ltoa reactancegprop 
erty andthe sets beingconnected'consecu 
tively fijom section to section in progressive 
order based on such grading, the/progression 
,extending to an eXtreme of the graded prop- ‘ ‘ 
Ierty, then reversing, and so on through 'at 
least one complete cycle. , 

8. A cable as defined in cl'aim ¿7 with alter 
native straight connections at enoughof the 
junctions to establish an integral number of ¿" 
complete cycles'from end'to end. ~ „ 

9. In a multi-conductor cable, sections con 
nected consecutively, a pair ofa certain ca 
pacity in one'section being connected to ay pair l 
Vof slightly difiere-‘nt capacity in the next sec- ' 
tion and so on progressively from section to 
section until an extreme of capacity has been 
reached and then in opposite progression until 
the opposite eXtreme has been reached, the l 
connections being carried thus through' an 
integral number of complete waves or cycles 
from one end of the lcable to the other. 

10. A cable according to claimy 9„ with 
straight connections interspersed uniformlyÀ 
so that the progressive connection will come' 
out in an integral number of complete waves. 

11. A multi-conductor cable in sections end 
to end, sets of conductors in each section being 
graded in respect to a reactance property, r 
and the sets of conductors of thesesections 
being connected at the section junctions pro 
gressively according to the grading to sets of 
conductors of small reactance difference, so 
as to afford only slight impedance irregulari 
ties at the junctions and so as to give sub 
stantially the same attenuation inthe con 
nected sets of conductors. n 
Y 12. Two cable lengths, each according to 
claim 11, and betweenV them a repeater built to 
fit a low impedance on >its output side, and ay 
Vhigh impedance on its input side,«and an ad 
justed series impedance interposed on its out 
put side, and an adjusted shunt resistance 
across its input side. 

’ 13. A cabley according to claim »11, and cor-` 
rectors for residual j asymmetric far-end 
cross-talk interposed between the conductor 
sets thereof. 

14. A cable according to claim 11, andap 
paratus units interposed in the conductor 5 
sets, these units offering substantially no 
impedance to transverse' currents on'the sets 
but beingenergy dissipators for longitudi 
nal currents on the sets. ” 

15. Means for equalizing asymmetric far` 
end cross-talk between two conductor pairs, 
consisting of two transformers one having 
its two coils respectively in series in conduc 
tors of the respective pairs and the other 
transformer having one coil in series in one 
conductor of one pair and the other coil 
across the other pair, and a resistance in se 
ries withY the last mentionedcoil.> ` 

16. Means for equalizingasymmetric far-~ 
end, cross-talk between two conductor pairs; 
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comprising a reactance connection and an en 
ergy dissipator, said energy dissipator func 
tioning to dissipate energy for far-end cross 
taik one Way but not for far-end cross-talk 
asymmetric thereto. A f 

17. Means for equalizing asymmetric far 
end cross-talk between two conductor pairs 
consisting of two transformers, their coils 
being connected with conductors of the pairs 
and pole-d to be aiding for far~end cross-talk 
one way and opposing for asymmetric far 
ènd cross-„allí the same way.v ' 

18. A transformer system to be interposed 
>in a multi-conductor cabieto remedy asym 
metric far-end cross-talk, having at least 
three coils and a resistance in series with one 
coil. Y n ' . 

19.` Means to remedy reaction far-end 
cross-talk between conductor pairs consist 
ing of a transformer in each pair with one 
winding in one side of the pair, another wind~ 
ing in the other side and a third winding in 
circuit with a resistance, the windings in the 

` sides bucking each other for transverse cur 
rents in the pair. 

20. Means to remedy reaction far-end 
cross-talk between conductor pairs consist~ 
ing of a transformer in each pair wound to 
be non-reactive> to transverse currents and 
energy dissipative to longitudinal currents. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

vname to this specification this 15th day oitl 
December, 1931. ~ 

HARRY NYQUIST. 


